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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper x = (x1 ,... , x,) denotes a point of real Euclidean 
space En, r = / x [ is the distance to the origin, and F and P > 0 are continu- 
ous functions of r, 0 < r < co. We use dr and da for the volume and surface 
elements of integration respectively, while a, is the area of the surface of the 
unit n-ball in E”. 
Our immediate objective is to sharpen and generaiize some theorems of 
Putnam [2], which are as follows: 
THEOREM A (Putnam). For n = 3, let u be a Cc2) function of the form 
44 = R(r) Q(v) @(e), r > 0, 
where (r, 8, y) are spherical coordinates. Suppose further that u, Vu and Fu 
are in L2(E3) and that F(r) < 1/4r2. Then 
s u(Au + Fu) d7 < 0, ES 
with equality only for u = 0. 
Putnam used this result to establish the following theorem of Liouville 
type. 
THEOREM B (Putnam). Let u and F be as in Theorem (A), and suppose 
Au+Fu=O. Thenu=O. 
These results of Putnam are sufficient to furnish a new approach to the 
problem of quantum mechanical stability of particle systems, which is the 
* The preparation of this paper was supported in part by National Science Founda- 
tion Grant # GP-7710. 
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main aim of [2]. However we believe that it is of value, mathematically, to 
show that Theorems A and B can be improved as the following summary 
of our results indicates. 
As a first objective we obtain the conclusion for functions U(X) whose form 
is unrestricted. Next we show that the growth conditions can be considerably 
weakened. Instead of u ELM it suffices to assume that the spherical means 
[u] (Y) (see below) h ave lim inf[u] (Y) = 0 as Y + co. (This follows from u E L2, 
but the reverse deduction is not possible.) Instead of assuming du ELM and 
Fu E L2 separately, it suffices to have u(du + Fu) EL. This latter condition 
is automatically fulfilled in Theorem B, thereby yielding the conclusion 
under substantially weaker hypothesis. 
It turns out that Putnam’s results not only can be sharpened, but can be 
generalized. Although the assumption n = 3 plays an essential role in his 
proofs, our method gives corresponding results for arbitrary n. Furthermore, 
instead of the Laplace operator, we consider more general differential expres- 
sions such as 
div(P(r) Vu) + F(Y) u. 
The special case P(Y) = 1 gives the results mentioned above. 
II. NOTATION 
Our method depends on some integral inequalities recently developed by 
Redheffer [l], and the notation here is similar to that of [l]. We take tl to be a 
real, symmetric, 71 x n matrix function of X, div is the divergence operator, 
u’ = grad u, and v is the exterior unit normal on the boundary of a region B. 
We write V(X) = V(Y) to signify that v is radially symmetric. Although 
v’ = grad v, V’ = @r(V). The notations vhu’, u‘hu’, and div hu’ stand 
respectively for 
&hug, C&h,& &$-(hi+). 
j 2 3 
Furthermore, for u defined on En - (O}, we define 
M(y) = (A 1, ,= u2 qli2 
WI PI = (A /,y I 24’ I2 do)1’2. IL z c 
We find it convenient to discuss briefly the idea of regular exhaustion and 
integrability as found in [I]. Given a region B C En, with boundary aB, we 
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say a set {B,9 I 0 < s < co} of subregions B, of B forms a regular exhaustion of 
B if the following hold: 
(i) t >simpliesB,CB,; 
(ii) B = u B,; 
(iii) the divergence theorem holds for each B, . 
We let 99 be the class of regular exhaustions of B, and we always assume that 
9? is non-empty. 
Given a function u, we say that u is integrable on B if for any {BS} E 37, the 
limit 
lim u dr S-CC sB* 
exists and is independent of the particular exhaustion in 99. We denote this 
limit by 
s 
u dr. 
B 
If u is integrable in this sense, we say that u EL. 
It is assumed once and for all that inequalities involving Y hold in the 
punctured En, that is, for 0 < r < co. 
III. SURVEY OF RESULTS 
We state here the results of this paper, in order of increasing generality.. 
Their proofs, in reverse order, are given in the next section. 
THEOREM 1. Let /I be a constant such that: 
(i) n + /3 - 2 > 0, (< 0), 4F(r) < (72 + /3 - 2)2r6--2; 
(ii) rs 1 u’ I2 EL and lim inf[u] (r) = 0 as r + co (r + 0). Then if 
u(div P%’ + Fu) EL, it follows that 
s 
u(div YJ%J’ + Fu) d7 < 0, 
En 
with equality holding only for u = 0. 
Closely related to Theorem 1 is 
THEOREM 2. Let /3 be a constant such that (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 hold. 
Then if u satisfies the inequality 
u(div rsu’ + F(r) u) > 0, 
it follows that u = 0. 
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The constant (n + ,5 - 2)2 is sharp in the upper bound on F in Theorems 
1 and 2. This will be shown by an example essentially due to Putnam [2]. 
By setting n = 3, ,8 = 0, our Theorems 1 and 2 yield Putnam’s Theorems 
A and B respectively, without assuming the separated form. 
For the special case F = 0, the following result is obtained. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~1 > 0 (< 0) be a constant. Suppose: 
(i) P(r) m-a-2 is monotone nondecreasing (nonincreasing) and 
lim P(r)r a-a-2 = 0 as r-+O(z+ co); 
(ii) There is an E > 0 so that 
(iii) P / u’ I2 EL on En and lim inf [u] (Y) = 0 us r -+ 03 (r -+ 0). Then if 
u div Pu’ 3 0, it follows that u = 0. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are both special cases of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let OL > 0 (< 0) be a constant. Suppose: 
(i) P(Y) yn--a-2 is monotone nondecreasing (nonincreasing) and 
lim P(Y) Y n-a-2 = 0 as Y*o(Y+ co); 
(ii) there is a v(x) = V(Y) > 0 such that div Pv’ + Fv < 0; 
(iii) Y 1 V’ I/V is bounded; 
(iv) PIu’[~EL on En and liminf[u]((r)=O us r-00 (y-0). 
Then if u(div Pu’ + Fu) > 0, it follows that u = cv, c = const. 
All the preceding results are obtained from the following theorem for a 
general region B with &7 nonempty. 
THEOREM 5. Let h > 0 and v > 0 on B C En. Suppose: 
(i) div hv’ + fv < 0 on B; 
(ii) u(div hu’ + fu) is integrable on B. 
Then it follows that 
I u(div hu’ +fu) dT < igf lim inf s ( uhu’ B s+m m 
with (u/v)’ h(u/v)’ = 0 a.e. on B as a necessary condition for equality. 
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IV. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
PROOF OP THEOREM 5. A straightforward computation gives the follow- 
ing identity 
u’kv’+~divhv’=div($hv’) fy (1) 
where y = z~~(u/w)’ h(u/w)‘; see [l]. If {B,} E SY is any regular exhaustion; 
we note that 
I 
u (div hu’ + fu) d7 
*, 
=s ia4 uhu’-;hzf).do+ 1, [u2(f+vj-~Idn (2) 
Now condition (i) and the fact that y > 0 implies 
1, u(div hu’ + f~) d7 < Ia, (uhu’ - f hv’) Y da. 
II 
The conclusion of Theorem 5 now follows by letting s--+ 03 on a suitable 
sequence and noting that (B,} is arbitrary in B. 
To proceed, we need the following Lemma which is due to Redheffer [l], 
a proof of which is sketched here. 
LEMMA. Let 01 > 0 (cz < 0) be a constant and K = K(Y), Y > 0. Suppose 
the following hold: 
(i) K(Y) 2 0, K’(Y) > 0 (< 0), and lim K(Y) = 0 as r---f 0 (Y -+ co); 
(ii) [u’12 (I) yl+aK(y) E L1(O, CO) and lim inf [u] (Y) = 0 as Y -+ co (r + 0). 
Then lim [u]” (r) PK(T) = 0 as Y + 0 and y---f co. 
For proof let h(x) = K(Y) Y~+~-~I and e)(x) = V(Y) = Y-~ in (l), then apply 
the divergence theorem on the spherical shell 0 < Y,, < Y < Y, , to derive 
j;: [u’12 (Y) rl+=K(r) dy = 01 ~;Y~K’(Y) [u12 (y) dy 
- OLY”[U]~ (Y) K(Y) 1;: + j; Y(Y) dy (3) 
where Y(Y) = V2(r) rl+=K(y) [(u/~)‘]~ (Y) > 0. Now by changing variables 
we find 
~&I2 (9 = j,,,_, u”(d) da. 
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We differentiate this equation with respect to T and apply Schwartz’ in- 
equality to get 
%r4 @I bl’ k> G (j,,,, U2(Y5) q2 * (sI,,=, I +z) I2 do)li2. 
Changing variables of integration again, we find 
bl P> M’(r) G [4(r) PI PI’ 
Then a simple argument shows that 
@I P> G WI 0,). 
Now by integrating both sides of this inequality, applying Schwartz’ inequal- 
ity again and squaring, we find that 
Condition (ii) of the lemma’s hypothesis now shows that 
as 
as 
r -+ co if (Y > 0 
r+O if a < 0. 
The sign of K’ then implies that 
f.qzq2 (Y) K(Y) = O(l), (4) 
when Y + co or Y -+ 0 if 01 > 0 or OL < 0 respectively. This last estimate 
applied to (3) shows that the limit of ya[u12 (r) K(Y) at the opposite endpoint 
of (0, co) exists and is finite. If that limit were not zero, writing 
1” rW(r) [u]” (Y) dr = ,:‘. Y%(Y) [u]” (Y) 8 dr 
70 
shows that the left hand integral would diverge like log K(Y), which is impos- 
sible by (3) and (4). Thus 
lim ra[riJ2 (r) K(Y) = 0 as r-+0 and r-+00, 
establishing the lemma. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let S(a, b) = {x E Z?” 1 a < x I < b). The hypo- 
thesis (ii) of Theorem 4 and (2) with f = F, h = PI, ZI = V implies 
From Schwartz’ inequality it follows that 
1 1 
l/2 
P(r) ,l,=l. u ; do 1 < c;‘“[u] (Y) T(~-~)‘~ v+(r) (r j,,/=, P(r) / u’ i2 dG) , 
and from (iii) of the hypothesis, 
(6) 
(7) 
where k = const. 
With K(r) = P(r) Y”-o-~ it follows from the lemma that 
lim P(r) rn-2[u]2 (r) = 0 as r+O and r-+co. 
Since P 1 u’ I2 EL on En implies 
lim inf r 
I 
P(r) 1 u’ I2 do = 0 as r-+0 and Y-CO, 
1x1=7 
it follows from the estimates (6) and (7) that there are sequences b, + co 
and a, --+ 0 such that 
k!- p(“> j,,,=, k g - s us) du 1”: = 0. 
From (5) we conclude that Y = 0 and thus that u = cv, c = const. 
Theorem 3 is obtained from Theorem 4 simply by solving the equation 
div Pv’ = 0, v(x) = V(r). As an ordinary differential equation it is equivalent 
to 
(V-1PV) = 0. 
For the solution V(Y) we may then write 
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The monotony of P(r) Y”-“-~ implies convergence of the integrals. By con- 
dition (ii) of Theorem 3, condition (iii) of Theorem 4 is satisfied. So by 
Theorem 4 
u=cv, c = const. 
From the requirement that P 1 U’ I2 EL on En it follows that 
But again the monotony of P(r) rn-a-2 implies that this is impossible unless 
c = 0. 
We conclude this section by proving Theorems 1 and 2 together. First we 
find a suitable solution to the differential inequality 
div r%’ + F(Y) v < 0. 
Letting v(x) = V(r), the inequality is equivalent to 
Choosing V(r) = r6, 6 = const., we find the equivalent inequality 
F(r) 62 + (n + p - 2)s + --g-Y2 GO. 
Now by condition (i) of Theorem 1, it suffices to choose S so that 
a2 +(n +p - 2)6 + (" +t -2)2 =(), 
or 6 = (n + /3 - 2)/2. Since condition (iii) of Theorem 4 is automatically 
satisfied, Theorem 2 is seen to be a consequence of Theorem 4. By using (2) 
with g’.y replaced by S(a, b), f by F, and h by r@I, we find 
where here V(r) = r8, 6 = (n + /3 - 2)/2. Now the estimates of (6) and (7) 
with P(r) = rB and the lemma imply, just as in the proof of Theorem 4, that 
there are sequences a, + 0, b, + co such that 
lim rB 
s ( 
au 
n--t* 121-7 uar 
- $ V’) do 1; = 0. 
409/26/3-l 2 
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Now since in Theorem 1 we have tl(div r%’ + Fu) EL, it follows that 
i 
u(div r&’ + Fu) dr < 0. 
E” 
Equality can only occur if U(X) = cF’(r) = c@, c = const. By condition (ii) 
of Theorem 1, c = 0, in this case. Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
V. SHARPNESS 
In this final section we show that the constant (n + /3 - 2)2 is sharp in the 
upper bound for F in Theorems 1 and 2. The reasoning is essentially due to 
Putnam. 
Let k = (n + /3 - 1)/2, 0 < E < 6 < CO, c > 1, and define F(r)/@ as 
K(k - l)/r2 for 0 < r < E, as c(2R - 1)2/4r2 for 6 < r < co, and linearly 
on I;, 61 so that F(Y)/ r@ is continuous on (0, 03). Now if U(X) = U(r), the 
equation div r%J + F(r) u = 0 becomes 
rfl--K(yN + h(r) y} = 0, 
where U(Y) = @y(r), h(r) = K(K - K)/r2 + F(Y)/+. Note that 
h(r) = 0 if O<r<<E 
h(r) = -&- if 6br<o3, 
where 
e = 4k(c - 1) (k - 1) + c > 1 if kf$. 
Now we know, cf. Weyl [4] and Putnam [3], that since e > 1, there are 
constants h < 0, a > 0, b > 0, and a function y = y(r) + 0 such that 
y(0) = 0, and 
y”(r) + y’2(r) Q aear. 
SO if U(X) = U(Y) = +y(r), then 
div rsu’ + (Ars + F(r)) u = 0, 
(8) 
and it is straightforward computation to show u + 0 and that (8) implies that 
re 1 24’ 12 E L(E”) and liz>f [u] (r) = 0. 
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Since 
AYB +F(r) < F(r) < 4x - 1)” = c(n + B - v 
r B rB ’ 49 29 ) 
we have the counterexample demonstrating sharpness of the constant 
(n + B - v. 
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